PETER MAY
Research Casting International, Ltd.

Show & Tell and Q&A with Dinosaur Builder Peter May
May 14 | 1PM

BIO:
Peter May with 12 years of experience working in the palaeontology departments at the Royal Ontario Museum and Royal Tyrrell Museum, saw an opportunity to establish a company that could service the technical needs of museums locally, throughout Canada and internationally. Incorporating Research Casting International Ltd in 1987, 32 years later with 50,000 sq ft and 35 employees it is the largest company in the world providing technical services for museums internationally. Specializing in building dinosaurs, the largest visitor draw in all major museums, Research Casting has worked within the wave of new constructions of museums and exhibits that has been going on throughout the world since 1990.

PRESENTATION:
Dinosaur builder and paleontologist, Peter May will be doing a “Show and Tell” session with sabre-tooth tigers, blue whales and dinosaurs and we will be inviting people to send questions in for Peter to answer during live Q&A session. If you have a special request for Peter (such as seeing a real brontosaurus leg bone or a Tyrannosaurus Rex tooth), you can send it to community.outreach@queensu.ca in advance. Peter will also answer your questions at the Q&A following the “Show and Tell.”

REGISTER FOR THIS EVENT:
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/151749864931